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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 33 (1997), 15 { 22A FEW REMARKS ON THE HISTORY OF MST{PROBLEMJaroslav Ne�set�rilDedicated to the memory of Professor Otakar Bor�uvkaAbstract. On the background of Bor�uvka's pioneering work we present a surveyof the development related to the Minimum Spanning Tree Problem. We also com-plement the historical paper Graham-Hell [GH] by a few remarks and provide anupdate of the extensive literature devoted to this problem.In the contemporary terminology the Minimum Spanning Tree problem can beformulated as follows :Given a �nite set V and a real weight function w on pairs of elements of V �nda tree (V; T ) of minimal weight w(t) =P�w(x; y) : fx; yg 2 T �.For example when V is a subset of a metric space and the weight function isde�ned as the distance then a solution T presents the shortest network connectingall the points V .Another frequent formulation which also explains its name isMST PROBLEM :Given a connected (undirected) graph G = (V;E) with real weights attached toits edges �nd a spanning tree (V; T ) of G (i.e. T � E) such that the total weightw(T ) is minimal.This is a cornerstone problem of Combinatorial Optimization and in a sense itscradle. The problem is important both in its practical and theoretical applications.We want to demonstrate this interest seems not to be dying until now.The problem was isolated and attacked in the �fties with the vigor and con�-dence of then newly developing �elds theory of algorithms and computer science.The contributions were numerous and illustrious : K. �Cul��k, G. Dantzig, E. W. Di-jkstra, A. Kotzig, J. B. Kruskal, H.W. Kuhn, H. Loberman, A. Weinberger, R. Kal-aba, R. C. Prim, E. W. Solomon (see the references : it is only �tting and fortunatethat this Bor�uvka's memorial volume contains a reminiscence of these early dayswritten by J. B. Kruskal). These pioneering works made the MST problem popularand the further development only contributed to it. The paper of R. L. Grahamand P. Hell [GH] described accurately the development until 1985. Here are someof the main features that indicate the role and importance of this problem incontemporary discrete mathematics :



16 JAROSLAV NE�SET�RILi. MST problemmay be e�ciently solved for large sets by several algorithms.These algorithms were studied even before the right complexity measuresand problems were isolated. Very early attempts were made to classifythe various algorithms according to their basic underlying idea (see e.g.[�CDF] and [Ta1]). Basically, all known algorithms make use of variouscombinations of the following two (dual) properties of trees :(CUT RULE) The optimal solution T to MST problem contains an edgewith minimal weight in every cut.(CIRCUIT RULE) The edge of a circuit C whose weight is larger than theweights of the remaining edges of C cannot belong to the optimal solutionT .ii. There is a variety of algorithms to solve MST problem e�ciently. Amongthose the prominent role is played by Kruskal's Greedy Algoritm [Kr].Greedy algorithm is perhaps the most thoroughly studied and used heuris-tic in CombinatorialOptimization. Greedy Algorithm is easy to state : onesimply sorts the edges of our graph by increasing weights and then thedesired set T is de�ned recursively as follows : the next edge is added toT i� together with T it does not form a circuit.iii. MST problem has a polynomial solution regardless of the weight functionw (e.g. for negative weights).iv. Problems analogous to the MST problem were also solved e�ciently, par-ticularly the directed version of the problem (i.e. minimal branching froma given root, see [E]).v. MST problems appears as a subroutine to heuristic and approximate al-gorithms to other combinatorial optimization problems (such as TravelingSalesman Problem).vi. The class of problems solvable by Greedy Algorithm were identi�ed withthe class of matroids (no such a similar characterization seems to be knownfor other MST algorithms), greedoids [KLS], and more recently with \jumpsystems".While the Greedy Algorithm is esthetically pleasing and perhaps easiest to for-mulate it is NOT the fastest known algorithm (if only for the fact that we needto sort the edges according to their weights that leads to a nonlinear nlogn lowerbound). These complexity considerations revived the interest in alternative pro-cedures and in other algorithms for solving MST problem. It seems that this alsorevived the interest in the history of MST problem. And it appeared that the pre-computer age history of the problem is as illustrious as the modern development.This is covered carefully in a great detail [GH]. Particularly it appeared that thestandard procedure known as Prim's Algorithm [P] was discovered and formulatedvery clearly and concisely by the prominent number theoretician Vojt�ech Jarn��kin 1930 [Ja]. (Jarn��k and K�ossler [KJ] were also the �rst to formulate the Eu-clidean Steiner Tree Problem, see [KN] for the history of Jarn��k's contribution toCombinatorial Optimization.) Consequently also the work of Otakar Bor�uvka wasreexamined.Let us recall that Bor�uvka formulated in [Bo1] and [Bo2] the �rst e�cient solu-



A FEW REMARKS ON THE HISTORY OF MST{PROBLEM 17tion of MST problem as early as 1926. His contribution was not entirely unrecog-nized (as opposed to Jarn��k's work) and both standard early references [Kr] and[Pr] mention Bor�uvka's paper. However this reference was later dismissed as theBor�uvka Algorithm was regarded as \unnecessarily complicated". Well, perhaps afew words of explanation are in order here.While perhaps not so easy to formulate as the Greedy Algorithm the Bor�uvkaAlgorithm is easy to formulate using the present terminology as well :BOR�UVKA ALGORITHM1. For each vertex v of the given graph G select the edge of minimalweight whichis incident with v. (Comment : It is best to formulate the Bor�uvka Algorithm forgraphs with distinct weights of edges. This is either a realistic assumption or it canbe solved by a convenient tie breaking procedure. For example we can enumeratethe edges and n the case of a tie of edges we select the edge with lower number.)2. We contract all the selected edges replacing by a single vertex each connectedcomponent of the graph de�ned by the selected edges. In this procedure we elimi-nate loops (i.e. edges with both ends in the same component) and all the paralleledges (i.e. edges between the same pairs of components) with the exception of thelowest weight edge.3. We apply the algorithm recursively to �nd the minimal spanning tree T 0 ofthe contracted graph. The minimal spanning tree T is formed by the contractededges together with the edges of T 0.One should stress that such a concise description was not available in twenties(not only in the pre-computer age but also in the \pre-graph theory" age). Onehas to see that the operation \contraction" became appreciated much later (inthe context of planar graphs and theory of matroids) but even the term \tree" isnot mentioned in Bor�uvka's paper. The later seems to be the main di�culty in[Bo1]. Instead of saying that the selected edges (in Step 1. of the algorithm) formconnected components which are (obviously) trees, Bor�uvka elaborately constructsthis tree : �rst he �nds a maximal path P containing a given point then startswith a new vertex and �nds a maximal path P 0 which either is disjoint with P orterminates in a vertex of P and so on. As a result of this the Step 2. has to betediously described and thus the description of the algorithm takes full 5 pages of[Bo1] !However all this one should regard as technical di�culties only. Moreover thereis an evidence that Bor�uvka had a simple description in mind as he publisheda follow up article in an electrotechnical journal [Bo2] where he illustrated hismethod by an example (of points in the plane together with their distance asweights).Although each of the iterations of 1. and 2. is more involved than the simplerrule in Greedy Algorithm, we need only logn of these iterations : in each step weselect at least n=2 edges and thus the number of vertices of contracted graph is atmost half of the size of the original graph.The following is another view : although we start with many (i.e. n) components(as many as there are blueberries in a forest) the number of components is halved



18 JAROSLAV NE�SET�RILeach time and thus we are quickly done. (\Blueberry" is \bor�uvka" in czech.)So it appeared that the \simplicity" and e�ectiveness of Bor�uvka Algorithmwas recognized much later and basically during the last 10 years.One never knows. Contradicting to the earlier evidence, presently it seems thatBor�uvka Algorithm is the best algorithm available. This is based on experimentalevidence as well as its \parallel" character and its theoretical analysis. Let us bemore speci�c here and let us outline the recent development. It is a spectaculardevelopment as it is related to some of the key problems and advances of themodern theory of algorithms.Given a connected undirected graph G = (V;E) we denote as usual n = jV j thenumber of its vertices and m = jEj the number of its edges. As G is connectedit is n � 1 � m and we can identify m with the size of the input of the graphG. To concentrate on the combinatorial structure of the algorithms we considerthe computational model unit-cost RAM with the additional restriction that theonly operation allowed on edge weights are binary comparisons of weights. Thusm can be thought as the size of the weighted graph, too. This seems to be themost natural model for solving MST problem. However, one should bear in mindthat the detailed complexity analysis is model-dependent as was also shown forMST e.g. in [FW]. The above mentioned algorithms are very e�cient, for examplethe naive implementation of Greedy Algorithm is of order mn and it is easy toturn Bor�uvka Algorithm into anmlogn deterministic algorithm. However, this alsoindicated that for MST problem we can hope for very fast algorithms. Here is asummary of the results in this direction mostly related to R. Tarjan :A. Yao [Ya] was the �rst to implement Bor�uvka Algorithm and obtained boundm log logn. This was further improved by Fredman and Tarjan [FT] and �nally byGabow, Galil, Spencer and Tarjan [GGS] and [GGST] to the bound mlog �(m;n)where �(m;n) is a very slowly growing function de�ned as follows :�(m;n) = minfi; loglog : : : log(n)| {z }i � m=ngCurrently this is the best known deterministic algorithm for MST problem. Thisalgorithm also involved an important new data structure Fibonacci Heaps thatfound its way to standard textbooks of Computer Science.But one can hope for even more. For example Tarjan [T2] showed that one canimplement the Greedy Algorithm for graphs with presorted edge-weights so thatits complexity ism�(m;n) where �(m;n) is the functional inverse to the Ackermanfunction. This function grows much slower than (already very slow) function �.However for general weighted graphs [GGST] still presents the best deterministicalgorithm for MST problem and the following seems to be the most importantproblem in this area :



A FEW REMARKS ON THE HISTORY OF MST{PROBLEM 19PROBLEM :Does there exist a linear deterministic algorithm which solves MST Problem?More precisely, does there exist a deterministic algorithm and a constant Ksuch that for a given weighted connected graph G with m edges the algorithm�nds a minimum spanning tree of G in at most Km steps ?One should note that many combinatorial optimization problems can be solvedby a linear deterministic algorithm (e.g. shortest path problem or �nding of aplanar drawing of a graph; see [Ta1]). A bit surprisingly for MST problem this isstill an open problem. However the problem has been intensively studied. The keyrole in the recent development has been played by the following sub problem ofMST :MST VERIFICATION PROBLEM :Given a weighted graph G = (V;E) and its spanning tree T decide whether Tis a minimal.Building on an earlier work of Tarjan [Ta2] and an algorithm of Komlos [Ko] ithas been showed by Dixon, Rauch and Tarjan [DRT] that the MST Veri�cationproblem can be solved by a linear deterministic algorithm. Recently a simplerprocedure has been found by King [K]. Valerie King observed that the Komlosalgorithm is simple and linear for balanced (full branching) trees. In order toapply this she transformed every tree to a full branching tree of at most doublesize with \preservation" of weights. This transformation is achieved by applyingthe Bor�uvka Algorithm to a tree itself, indeed King calls the tree produced in thisway Bor�uvka Tree. (Bor�uvka tree of a tree (V; T ) has all the vertices as leavesand internal vertices correspond to components which appear during Bor�uvkaAlgorithm, the edges represent which components produce in the next step a newcomponent.)This is not the end of the story, perhaps rather beginning of the new interestingperiod. The combination of the previously obtained methods yields unexpectedresults. So recently Bor�uvka Algorithm has been combined with the linear veri�-cation algorithm to obtain the �rst randomized linear algorithm for MST problem,see Klein, Tarjan [KT] and Karger, Klein and Tarjan [KKT]. Also an optimal ran-domized parallel algorithm has been recently found by Cole, Klein and Tarjan[CKT].In all these results the Bor�uvka Algorithm plays a key role. Indeed in orderto simplify their complicated parallel algorithm and its analysis Cole, Klein andTarjan [CKT] call each iteration of Bor�uvka Algorithm (i.e. each iteration of edgeselection and subsequent contraction) \Bor�uvka Step".We need one more de�nition (related to the MST veri�cation algorithm): Givena weighted graph G = (V;E) and a spanning forest F (i.e. (V; F ) contains nocircuits but is need not be connected), we say that an edge e not in the forest Fis F -heavy if the endpoints of e are connected by a path in F and the weight ofevery edge on that path is less than the weight of e.It follows from the Circuit Rule that a tree T is a minimal spanning tree i�every edge outside T is T -heavy. All the MST veri�cation algorithms determine



20 JAROSLAV NE�SET�RILall heavy edges (with respect to a particular tree or forest).Let us end this paper by a description of the �rst linear randomized algorithm[KT], [KKT] :LINEAR RANDOMIZED ALGORITHM FOR MST1. (Bor�uvka Step) :For each vertex v of the weighted graph G select the edge with minimal weightwhich is incident with v. Contract all the selected edges replacing by a single vertexeach connected component of the graph de�ned by the selected edges. Eliminateall the loops and all the parallel edges with the exception of the lowest weight edge(between a given pair of vertices).2. If the density of the contracted graph is less than 6 then continue with 3.(The density is the number of edges divided by the number of vertices, i.e. m=n.)Otherwise we choose a random subgraph H of the contracted graph by includingeach edge with probability 1=2. Apply then the algorithm recursively to the graphH. Then let F be a minimum spanning forests of H. Using linear MST veri�cationalgorithm �nd all F -heavy edges in the whole contracted graph and delete them.(According to the CIRCUIT rule these edges cannot be contained in the minimumspanning tree of the whole graph.) Proceed with 3.3. Apply the algorithm recursively to the remaining graph (i.e. either the con-tracted graph or the contracted graph without F -heavy edges) to obtain a min-imum spanning tree T 0. The minimum spanning forest of G consists from thoseedges contracted in the Bor�uvka Step 1. together with the edges of T 0.It follows from the correctness of the Bor�uvka Algorithm and from from theCIRCUIT rule that the algorithm correctly computes a minimum spanning treeof the given graph. It has been shown in [KT] that the expected number of theF -heavy edges of the graph H is large (as the expected number of F -light edges isbounded by 2n). One can the prove that the expected length of the algorithm islinear and even that the algorithm runs in linear time except with the exponentialsmall probability. The analysis of the algorithm and related algorithms given in[KT], [KKT] and [CKT] is quite involved.The Combinatorial Optimization has gone a long way in its relatively shorthistory. But it is a bit surprising how persistent are the classical motivations andalgorithms. But possibly for a (positive) solution of some of the key problems (suchas the linearity of MST problem) some new combinatorial trics are needed.Acknowledgement : I thank to P. Hell, M. Karpinski and R. Tarjan for their helpwith the recent literature about MST problem.This work was supported by GAUK 194 and GA�CR 0194.References[Bo1] O. Bor�uvka, O jist�em probl�emu minim�aln��m (About a certain minimal problem),Pr�ace mor. p�r��rodov�ed. spol. v Brn�e III, 3 (1926), 37{58.[Bo2] O. Bor�uvka,P�r��sp�evek k �re�sen�� ot�azky ekonomick�e stavby elektrovodn�ych s��t�� (Contri-bution to the solution of a problem of economical construction of electrical networks),
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